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      Background 

Suntrace together with Reuniwatt have held a Webinar on the 3rd of September 2020 discussing the cost 

saving potential of hybrid systems. This white paper presents the main findings and conclusions from this 

analysis. Both companies are active in the field of microgrids and hybrid systems.  

Suntrace, acting as the EPM Contractor for the implementation of the 36 MW Solar and 15 MWh battery 

storage hybrid plant for B2Gold’s Fekola Gold Mine in Mali, and Reuniwatt, acting as the provider of the 

sky camera and solar forecasting system for the same project, are proud to jointly present this white paper 
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      Introduction 

Industrial applications in remote locations, such 

as mines, often lack connection to the national 

grid for power supply. The required off-grid power 

generation is typically based on heavy fuel oil 

(HFO) or diesel gensets in a microgrid. Utilizing 

hybrid systems based on renewable energies like 

solar or wind in a fuel-saver concept has 

increasingly gained interest in the industry. Solar-

battery hybrid systems can offer substantial and 

fast-track fuel savings and thus a considerable 

reduction in the cost of electricity for existing or 

new built mining operations. 

Consciously integrated, these systems can 

seamlessly switch between various power 

generations and storage technologies ensuring 

reliable and safe power supply to the mine. The 

high accuracy short term solar forecasting, by 

means of sky cams plays a vital role in identifying 

the required spinning reserve and planning of the 

genset dispatch schedule. These benefits of 

hybrid systems have been recognized by the 

mining firms and as on 2020 over 1GW of 

renewable energy capacity has been installed at 

the mining sites.  

This white paper presents the cost saving 

potential of solar-battery hybrid systems 

combined with solar forecasting solutions using 

an exemplary case study of an off-grid mine in 

western Africa meeting its demand through HFO-

based power generation. The key focus is to 

identify the maximum economically viable 

renewable share which can be reached for such 

a system. In other words, the maximum fuel 

savings achievable when hybridizing the existing 

HFO gensets with a solar-battery system. .  

In conclusion of the study results, a significant 

share of cheap solar power replacing 30% to 

40% of the annual HFO demand is economically 

viable today. The optimal share and therefore 

solar-battery system size is very sensitive to 

CAPEX and fuel price assumptions. And with the 

expected price reduction for solar and battery 

systems, the optimal share will further increase, 

reaching >50% of renewables for new future 

projects.  

The following sections of the white paper also 

present a good practice guide for setting up a 

forecasting system within the framework of a 

solar-hybrid project, as well as a description of 

forecasting methods. An optimal implementation 

of the forecast requires several preparatory 

steps, including the requirement identification, 

the simulation of the system, and the 

specification of the communications with the 

energy management system (EMS). 
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“Saving more than 30% of 

fuel through cheap solar 

power is economically 

viable today” 
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Fuel Saver Hybrid Plant Concept 

The basic concept of a typical hybrid system for 

an off grid mine can be seen in Figure 1. The 

HFO engines on the left side are already 

installed in this scenario and constitute the 

primary source of energy. To the right is 

represented, the renewable energy system 

comprising of the solar plant, the battery 

storage system, and a solar power forecasting 

system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 shows the principal operational basics 

of a typical off-grid hybrid system. The pink line 

depicts the mine’s total load which typically 

remains constant throughout the day due to the 

large consumers such as the ball mills and the 

sag mills used in the mining operations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seven gensets (each represented in green 

lines) of 5 MW each were considered with the 

blue dotted line representing the maximum 

spinning reserve. When the solar plant 

(represented in yellow) starts producing in the 

morning hours it starts to substitute the genset’s 

production and the slowly the gensets are 

ramped down.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similarly, as the solar power starts to decrease, 

the gensets are slowly ramped up to have 

enough capacity to serve the load. The case 

presented above considers a significant 

amount of solar penetration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Basic schematic of an off-grid hybrid plant concept 

Battery Storage 

Forecasting System 

Solar Plant 

HFO Gensets 

Figure 2 Operational basics for the gensets solar battery off-grid hybrid system 

As the solar output increases, the 

gensets are slowly ramped down. 

Solar power output is 
smoothed by a battery system 
to prevent gensets from 
overloading and to reduce the 
ramps of the gensets. 

Gensets are switched back on and ramped up as the 

solar output decreases 
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In order to make the system more resilient and 

stable to the intermittent nature of solar 

fluctuations, a battery storage system is added 

to the system.  

There are various roles a battery storage 

system can cater like PV output smoothing, 

frequency control, and load shifting. Further, 

the battery storage system serves as a spinning 

reserve replacement when switching off 

engines is required to cover unforeseen events 

or to provide sufficient time to start gensets. 

Consequently, its capacity would need to be 

added to the blue dotted line shown in Figure 2. 

The battery’s main function is to smoothen the 

solar output and keep engine operation and 

ramping within operational requirements. The 

steep spikes (represented in light yellow) 

shows an exemplary fluctuation of solar power 

due to a small cloud passage, which is 

absolved by discharging the battery. The 

genset operation therefore only faces the 

smoothed output of the hybrid system 

represented by the red line.  

From Figure 1 it can be seen that the battery 

and the solar plant are a combined system and 

any power produced from the solar plant is 

smoothed through the battery storage system 

by a hybrid controller. This hybrid controller 

decides if the battery shall be charged or 

discharged or if and when genset capacity 

needs to be added or can be switched off.  

Another key element of a hybrid system is the 

solar power forecasting. The above-mentioned 

hybrid controller requires a forecasted solar 

power to efficiently determine a suitable 

generator dispatch schedule and identify any 

loss of solar power production with sufficient 

time in advance to switch on gensets. In case 

of HFO based gensets, this is vital since it can 

take 10-30 minutes to start an engine. Without 

the solar power forecasting, the decision 

whether a genset can be switched off or would 

need to be online in 15 minutes cannot be 

made. The forecasting enables to take this 

decision which in turn maximizes the fuel 

saving effect through efficient genset operation.  

There are different types of forecasts available 

depending on the required forecast duration. 

For up to 30 minutes, the sky imager is 

required, whereas satellite-based forecasting 

combined with numerical weather prediction 

can efficiently forecast >30 minutes to several 

days ahead as further detailed in the “Solar 

forecasting methods” section. 

Case Study Analysis 

This section presents a case study which was 

carried on the above mentioned off-grid hybrid 

system with an objective to assess the 

electricity cost reduction potential when 

hybridizing existing HFO gensets based power. 

The study was conducted for a fictious mining 

site in Burkina Faso with a total load demand of 

30MW. This load demand is originally served 

by 7 HFO gensets of 5MW each. The sizes of 

the solar and battery systems were varied and 

the renewable energy (RE-share) penetration 

and levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) 

produced by the overall system including HFO 

cost of electricity, were accessed as the key 

performance indicators. It was assumed that 

any realistic size of solar and the battery 

systems could be integrated with the existing 

genset and all technical  requirements and 

possible constraints can be managed. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 shows some of the example cases 

which were considered during the case study. 

The size of the solar system is increased as the 

percentage of load, from 30% to over 150% in 

these cases.  

At higher solar penetrations, the remaining 

HFO gensets are not sufficient to stabilize the 

grid, as too many gensets are switched off. 

Hence batteries must act as a grid forming 

component to the system with sufficient power 

and capacity to ensure reliable and stable 

operation. Further, the HFO fuel system needs 

to be kept in hot conditions for genset 

operation. The required heat is usually provided 

through gensets under operation. In scenarios 

where all gensets are switched off, an electrical 

heater system is powered by the solar-battery 

hybrid plant.  
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At very high solar penetration and thus RE-

Share as seen in Figure 3d, the battery also 

provides load shifting services in addition to the 

smoothing and grid stability. Excess solar  

energy is used to charge the battery which can 

be discharged during the evening hours. While 

assessing the economics of the system, various 

assumptions must be made. 

 Table 1 summarizes the technical and financial 

assumptions which were considered during this 

study. 

 

Table 1 Main assumptions considered during the case study 

Parameter Value Units 

Total load demand 30.0 MW 

No. of HFO gensets 7.0 - 

Derated capacity of each genset 5.0 MW 

Lifetime of the mine 10.0 Years 

Mine availability 93.0 % 

HFO fuel price 0.64 US$ / L 

OPEX cost escalation 2.5 % 

Annual solar irradiation (GHI, P50) 2155.0 kWh/m2 

Specific yield for single axis tracker system  2095.0 kWh/kWp/year 

Solar system CAPEX 720.0 US$ / kWp 

Battery CAPEX (1C rated)  
(with cost curve adjustments) 

440.0 US$ / kWh 

 

 

 

 

d) Solar = 50 MWac (150% of Load) 
b) Solar = 20 MWac (60% of Load) 

a) Solar = 10 MWac (30% of Load) c)  Solar = 30 MWac (100% of Load) 

 

Figure 3 Some of the cases from the case study with solar capacity of  

a) 10MWac b) 20MWac c) 30MWac d)50MWac 

Discharging of 
battery 

Excess solar 
energy produced 
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Results  

Figure 4a shows the variation of LCOE (US$ 

cents/kWh) of the system along with solar PV 

size (MWp) and the battery capacity (MWh). 

The optimum range of LCOE is represented 

inside the white dotted circle. The optimum 

LCOE for the complete power generation 

system was found out to be ~ US$ 12 

cents/kWh. There are multiple system 

configurations i.e. combinations of solar PV and 

battery capacity which can yield an optimum 

LCOE. When compared, there is no 

considerable difference between the LCOEs of 

these different configurations represented 

inside the circle. The optimum installed solar 

range was found out to be between 35 – 65 

MWp which translated to a solar to load ratio of 

1.0 -1.7. On the other hand, battery sizing range 

was found out to be 20-60 MWh, which 

translates into the battery’s full load hour 

equivalent of 0.7 -2.0 hours. This assumes that 

the system can handle all the grid stability 

limitations that it might have when switching off 

all engines. Again, the objective was to identify 

the overall economic potential of such system 

while maximizing the RE-share.  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4b shows the variation of RE-share with 

solar PV and battery capaity with the optimal 

sizes represented inside the white circle. It can 

be seen from the figure that there is a steep 

increase in the RE share from 10% to about 

40% and then the curve tends to flaten, 

reaching a saturation point. This saturation 

point can be pushed further if the solar PV and 

battery capacity are increased but only until a 

certain level where any further replacement of 

HFO in the system is only possible through load 

shifting. The optimal system size range reaches 

between 30%-40% share of renewable energy 

to the overall power generation. The main 

results of the study for the base case are 

summarized in Table 2 

 

 

 

 

 

Optimum LCOE range < US$ 12 cents/kWh  
RE share 30-40% 

Figure 4 a) Variation of LCOE with solar PV and battery size b) Variation of RE share with solar PV and battery size 

a) 
b) 
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Table 2 System sizing results for the base case considering today’s price. 

 

 

 

When considering the battery and solar plant’s 

near to mid-term future price reduction 

potential, the optimum range changes 

signicantly. A price reduction of 15% and 30% 

in solar PV and battery cost shifts the optimum 

range towards larger solar PV and  

 

 

 

 

battery sizes reaching >40% and >50% of RE-

share respectively at US$ 11.5 and US$ 11 cents 

/ kWh as shown in Figure 5. In summary, the RE-

share incerases while the LCOE for the overall 

power geneation cost including gensets 

decreases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusions 

Large off grid solar-battery-HFO hybrid 

systems can reduce the cost of electricity for 

the total power generation by > US$ 3 

cents/kWh allowing a renewable energy share 

of up to 30% to 40%. There is a range of solar 

PV and battery configurations which lead to 

similar optimum LCOEs, and the optimal size 

need to be assessed on a case by case basis 

reflecting the genset operational requirements. 

In addition, utilizing cheap solar power in a fuel 

saver concept is not only attractive for the mine 

operations to reduce cost of electricity but also 

CO2 emissions.  

When looking at near to midterm future cost 

reduction potential for solar and battery 

technology, the economically viable 

contribution of renewables in such a system 

even exceeds 50% while further reducing 

costs of electricity. Combining other renewable 

energy sources like wind can further improve 

the business case, which should be 

considered when analysing a specific project 

location.  

 

 

 

Parameter Optimum Range Units 

Ratio of installed solar PV capacity per load 1.0 -1.7 - 

Battery full load hours equivalent 0.7 – 2.0 Hours 

RE-Share (annual electricity generation) 30-40 % 

a) b) c) 

Figure 5 Variation of LCoE with solar PV and Battery Size for a) Base Case b) 15% Cost reduction c) 30% Cost reduction 

Optimum LCOE < US$ 12cents/kWh 

RE-Share >30% 

Optimum LCOE < US$ 11.5 cents/kWh 

RE-Share > 40% 

Optimum LCOE < US$ 11.0 cents/kWh 

RE-Share > 50% 

a) b) c) 
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“Short term solar forecasting plays 

a vital role in identifying the 

required spinning reserve and 

planning of the genset’s operation 

dispatch schedule.” 
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Four steps for successful implementation of solar forecasts 

  

 

Step 1: Take stock of your requirements for the forecast 

The forecast is only as good as the operational 

optimizations it enables. Forecasting solutions 

are modular and different configurations are 

possible. It is therefore advisable to start by 

thinking about the levers for optimizing the 

hybrid power plant. On this basis, a 

specification of the forecasting service can be 

defined through exchanges between the 

various project stakeholders, including the 

forecaster but also the energy control and 

management system supplier. 

Two main expectations are generally found in 

the case of off-grid PV-genset-(battery) 

systems including a forecasting solution: 

 

 

Planning of the generator dispatch 

schedule 

The anticipation of solar energy production 

within a few hours (typically the rest of the day) 

allows for efficient planning of generator 

dispatching, as well as an optimization of the 

battery’s charge and discharge cycles. Such 

need is effectively met using a combination of 

satellite-based and NWP-based (Numerical 

Weather Prediction) forecasts. 

Short-term cloud detection  

Sky imagers can give short-term warnings of 

unforeseen cloud events that occur within a 30-

minute time horizon. This information enables 

an additional genset to be started in time if 

necessary, or supplementary gensets to be 

switched off if the sky is clear.

Step 2: Don’t overlook the simulation phase

A simulation phase is important to optimize the 

sizing, forecasts, and control scheme to reach 

the project’s maximum benefits. Especially in 

the case of first-of-their-kind hybrid projects, 

implementing simulations of the plant’s 

operations in order to sharpen the business 

model is far from useless. 

Forecasting remains highly dependent on the 

project’s location, which makes the use of a 

general sample dataset complicated. However, 

it is possible to reconstruct forecast “backtests” 

under real-life conditions from historical satellite 

images of the sky and weather models. These 

backtests (i.e. historic forecasts) can be used 

as an input for the simulation of the energy 

management system’s complete operation. 

In order to test the performance of a sky imager, 

it is advisable, whenever possible, to set up a 

field-test prior to the project’s commissioning.

 

Step 3: Settle the details before the installation 

It is important to anticipate the configuration of 
all the elements of the hybrid power plant 
upstream of the installation, as well as the 
communications between the different 
elements.  As far as the forecasting system is 
concerned, it is crucial to validate its 

compatibility with the plant’s hybrid control 
system. This involves testing the interface, the 
communication protocol, and the specification 
of the information exchanged, the aim being for 
the control system to be able to make optimal 
decisions based on the weather forecasts. 

Express the 
requirements

Simulate the 
system

Prepare for 
installation

Materialize the 
project
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Reuniwatt has tested the compatibility of its 
forecasting solution with most major control 
system providers on the market. The technical 
documentation for the project should be 
finalised at this stage. This includes in 
particular: 

▪ A description of the plant, including 
technical characteristics useful for 
modelling solar production. 

▪ A description of the real-time data available 
for forecast optimisation. 

▪ An Interface Control Document (ICD) 
prepared by Reuniwatt. The ICD contains an 
exhaustive description of how the 
forecasting service interfaces with the 
customer's IT infrastructure (types and 
formats of data exchanged, exchange 
protocol). The document serves as a basis 
for Reuniwatt’s teams to deploy the services 
and for the client to use them. 

▪ A description of the network configuration. 

▪ All information required to install, test, and 
then operate the forecasting solution.

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4: Take Action 

The completion of all the previous stages will 

greatly facilitate the project’s practical 

implementation, limiting the unforeseen. It is  

 

 

 

also, important to choose robust and field-

proven forecasting hardware. Indeed, harsh 

environmental conditions are a constant for off-

grid projects, and on-site interventions are often 

complicated.

 

 

  

Figure 6 Typical hybrid PV-HFO-storage schematic 

b) a) 

Figure 7 a) Site in a tropical environment. The site is accessible only by dugout canoe, hence the need to minimise 
interventions. b) Site in a desert environment. The forecasting system must cope with dusty conditions. 
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Solar forecasting methods 

This section provides a brief description of 

relevant forecasting methods.

InstaCast™  

InstaCast™ is the method of choice for very 

short-term forecasts from 1 minute up to 30 

minutes. Based on local observations by sky 

imagery, it provides high resolution, with  

 

 

updates and granularity to the minute. Using a 

cloud motion vector algorithm, the software can 

track the clouds’ evolutions and calculate their 

movements relative to the Sun’s position. 

Reuniwatt has designed two sky imagers that 

are compatible with InstaCast™: 

Sky InSight™, a field-proven high-

performance infrared spectrum all-sky imager 

with a patented design. The use of the infrared 

vision technology enables an excellent 

accuracy in cloud detection, while catching 

additional information on the cloud ceiling, 24/7. 

Sky Cam Vision™, a reliable visible spectrum 

all sky imager with solid performances.

HourCast™ and DayCast™

To obtain solar forecasts from a few hours to 

several days in advance, the relevant methods 

are respectively HourCast™ and DayCast™: 

HourCast™ is deriving solar forecasts from 

satellite image analysis. Cloud masses are 

identified in geostationary satellites images, 

and their movements are extrapolated. 

DayCast™ is a numerical weather models-

based forecasting method, that combines the 

global forecasts from several weather 

institutes, among other inputs, into a 

customised regional and local model. 

Both methods are hardware-free, which makes 

their deployment and maintenance particularly 

simple for the plant operator. On the other 

hand, they cannot work without an internet 

access because they rely on external inputs. In 

situ measurements can be used for further 

accuracy optimization.

Figure 8 Overview of the InstaCast™ forecasting process using one of Reuniwatt’s sky cameras (Sky InSight™) 
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About Suntrace 
Suntrace was established 2009 in Hamburg, Germany’s largest renewable energy cluster 

of firms. Today, Suntrace provides essential elements to develop renewable energy 

projects for clients all over the world. The range of services reaches from renewable 

energy resource assessments over owner’s engineering to project implementation. In 

addition to the full engineering, Suntrace also provides financial advisory and project 

development management. Having a portfolio of over 7.5GW of installed solar in 135 

projects over more than 46 countries, Suntrace with its strong team has established itself 

in renewable energy market. From concept to full realization, Suntrace has expertise in 

solar, wind and storage hybrid system with conventional power systems. Suntrace is part 

of Dornier Group with approx. 100 Mio EUR turnover and more than 2.000 staff. 

 

About Reuniwatt 
Reuniwatt is a major player of the solar radiation and cloud cover assessment and 

forecasting industry. Based on solid Research and Development works, the company 

offers reliable products and services intended for professionals of various fields, making 

the best out of two key facets of meteorology: atmospheric physics and data sciences. 

The company has won many grants, including H2020’s SME Phase 1 programme, which 

makes Reuniwatt a European Champion with regard to innovation. Reuniwatt has also 

been selected among the national fast-growing companies to join the prestigious French 

Tech 120 programme in January 2020.  
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Phone: +49 40 7679638 0 
Mail: info@suntrace.de 
Web: www.suntrace.de 
 
Suntrace GmbH 
Große Elbstraße 145C 
22767 Hamburg 
Germany 

 
 
Phone: +33 977 216 150 
Mail: info@reuniwatt.com 
Web: www.reuniwatt.com 
 
Reuniwatt 
14 rue de la Guadeloupe 
97490 Sainte-Clotilde 
France 
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